
Golf Simulator Guide - Best Indoor Golf

Simulators

The Comprehensive Guide To How Easy And

Affordable It Is To Have Your Very Own Home Golf

Simulator

If you are like me, you grew up with a certain awe of golf simulators. The realism of

the display, the fun game modes, the convenience of playing golf indoors in the

wintertime. All of this was great when lucky enough to spend an hour in a simulator

bay at the local golf course, but what about when I returned home? 

This sparked an interest. I thought about how great it would be to have a golf

simulator in my own home...until I started to see the price tags! I could not believe

how expensive these simulators could be - $20k, $40k, sometimes over $50k! 

This really was the nature of the industry for a number of years, but now as more

affordable products are introduced, we are left with a confusing battlefield of golf

simulator competition with way too many moving parts.

Nowadays, the range of price and overall quality is huge; anywhere from a few

hundred dollars to well into the six figures. So the question we are left with

is...where do we start?

You are in the right place! We at Rain or Shine Golf did the work for you to develop

an EASY solution to putting the simulator studio of your dreams, in your own home,

at a price you can afford! Stick around, I am going to tell you EXACTLY how to create

this dream simulator setup in just a few easy steps.

What Goes Into Building A Golf Simulator? What Goes Into Building A Golf Simulator? 

There are a few key materials that are absolutely required and there are some

things to consider for each of these pieces to the puzzle. 

As you read through these product types, be aware that there is always a cheap

solution and a great value solution. When it comes to golf simulators, you are
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making an INVESTMENT. Most of the time, you will get what you pay for.

This is why we strive to find the BEST VALUE simulator products for our customers

that will provide enjoyment, practice, and fun for years to come.

Materials Needed - The Pieces to the PuzzleMaterials Needed - The Pieces to the Puzzle

There are two key components when it comes to building out home golf simulators,

the "Studio" and the "Technology" and we have broken out the options to consider

for each of these components.

Golf Simulator Studio Components (The Surrounding HittingGolf Simulator Studio Components (The Surrounding Hitting

Area)Area)

There are some key elements that go into building out your golf simulator hitting

area. You obviously need a mat to hit off of, a net or screen to hit the ball into, and

then possibly a projector to project the simulation image that your computer is

running. Keep in mind that we have done the work for you in finding the best value

in the marketplace for each of these product types.

Turf Hitting MatsTurf Hitting Mats

Golf Mats are often overlooked when it comes to building out your simulator setup

and this should definitely not be the case. When looking for the perfect mat, we

want to find the perfect balance between durability and forgiveness.

Sure, we could purchase one of those rock hard driving range mats that will last

forever, but trust me, your elbows, wrists, and clubs will not be happy after a few

practice sessions.

We could also look for the softest turf mat on the market, but then we might run

into some durability issues in the long term. We made this easy for you by hand

selecting the Perfect Collection of Golf Mats that best balances these two criteria -

durability and forgiveness.

Depending on budget, a solid quality golf mat will cost you anywhere between

$300-$1,000. Our bestseller that provides the highest value and durability is the Net

Return Pro Turf at $349.

Nets or Impact ScreensNets or Impact Screens

The next piece of the puzzle involves what you are hitting the ball into. This is

extremely important, as the golf ball will be traveling anywhere from a few mph up

to 200+ mph. For this reason, we want to be very picky about selecting the most
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durable Nets possible that can handle this kind of impact.

Most of you will probably be putting your simulator in your home or garage, for

this reason, it is also very important to have the right amount of side netting. I am a

scratch golfer, and I have still hit a fair share of shanks...it happens! Seriously, make

sure your walls don't take any unnecessary holes from these mis-hits. 

When it comes to Simulator Impact Screens, the same principles hold with one

added concern of the clarity of the projected image. We obviously want to find the

screens that can handle the impact but also would like to have a screen that

maintains the uniformity and clarity of the projected simulation. 

Depending on your budget, there are a few different setup options that you can go

with for this component. First, you can simply go with a net and then connect your

computer to a TV in order to view the image on a larger screen. An example of this

setup would be our OptiShot Home Golf Simulator Package.

You can also jump up to a slightly increased price to add a simulator screen, which

will result in anywhere from $200-$2500 in additional price. The best value and our

bestseller would definitely be the Net Return brand for these products.

Projector Mount and Projector (For Studios with Projection Screen)Projector Mount and Projector (For Studios with Projection Screen)

This is also a very complicated component to creating a golf simulator. First off, you

need to decide what to do with the projector mounting. It is essential that you first

pick the mounting option and then tailor the projector to fit the location that you

place the mount. This is the only way that you will get the best performance out of

your projector.

In terms of projectors and projector mounts, our favorite solutions involve

overhead mounts about 4-5 feet from the screen. This enables you to project an

image onto the screen without risk of hitting the projector and also without casting

a shadow onto the screen.

There is a lot more details and specifications required when it comes to selecting

your projector. Please see our Golf Simulator Projector Guide for a full list of

information to lead you to make the best decision for your simulator. 

Golf Simulator Technology Components (Shot Reading andGolf Simulator Technology Components (Shot Reading and

Simulation)Simulation)

Simulator or Launch MonitorSimulator or Launch Monitor

Before jumping into comparisons of golf simulation, it is important to know the
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difference between a simulator and a launch monitor and the advantages of each

of these products.

First of all, simulators typically refer to a device that is either built into the hitting

area or intended to only read golf club data.

Launch Monitors are different from this in the sense that they are designed with

portability in mind. These devices are typically designed with a much smaller size in

mind and usually are much more detailed with overall shot capturing. This is our

favorite method of reading golf shots due to the accuracy and consistency.

It is impossible to say exactly what level of simulation or launch monitor capability

is right for you, but we will cover all of the different budget options out there in

order for you to make the best decision for what works best for you.

We will cover pros and cons of systems including OptiShot, Ernest Sports, SkyTrak,

Foresight Sports, and TruGolf in the budget section below.

SoftwareSoftware

Now we are really getting into the technical side of things. Depending on the

simulator or launch monitor that you are using within your setup, you may or may

not have an option to select alternative forms of software. 

There are a lot of qualities to consider if you do have the option to select your

software. Obviously, the price is a factor, then we have the functionality, graphics,

golf course selection, and system reliability. 

Similar to the simulator and launch monitor selection process, it is hard to say what

software is best, but rather to help educate you towards selecting what features

mean the most to you. 

If you do have the option to customize which software option you want to run, feel

free to read through our full Golf Simulator Software Guide.

Computer or Other Device (To Run the Software)Computer or Other Device (To Run the Software)

When you have software run through your simulator or launch monitor, you need

to have a device in order to run the software. This usually requires a PC but in some

rare cases (SkyTrak paired with WGT), an iPad is required. Please note that

computers or like devices are not included in any of our packages.
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Limitations: Room Dimension Requirements Limitations: Room Dimension Requirements 

Obviously, another key limitation to consider is the amount of space you have to

work within your simulator room. The most important factor to consider is that you

want to make sure you feel comfortable swinging in your space and even more

importantly, don't damage any of your home or simulator setup.

HeightHeight

The first dimension to discuss is the height of your room. There are definitely

variables that come into play here such as your height and the height of your follow

through. 

First of all, take some swings in the room you intend to place the simulator and

make sure that you are comfortable making full swings. Typically, 9' is required for

most golfers, however, in some cases, you may feel comfortable making a swing

with slightly more or less ceiling height.

Second, make sure to measure your exact ceiling height. In some cases, our

simulator studios, nets, or screen setups will have height limitations. Make sure to

check your height so that you are able to make the best decision based on what fits

in your space.

WidthWidth

The second dimension to consider is the width of the space you have to work with.

Most screens are anywhere from 7' - 10' wide. We normally recommend a room

width of 12' so that your space will be very comfortable, but a few of our setups will

fit into a 10' width.

DepthDepth

Similar to the width, the depth sometimes depends on the products that you are

working with. We usually recommend a 12' minimum depth of the room in order to

be comfortable, but in some cases, more depth is required.

In the case of most simulators as well as photometric launch monitors like SkyTrak

and Foresight, the depth is not a limitation. This is due to the technology reading

the side of the ball. 

As you work into the top tier launch monitors like Flightscope and Trackman, the

ball is read from behind and sometimes needs up to 20 feet to read the data

needed to create the virtual golf shot.

For all of the products we offer on any tier, you should be comfortable with a 12'

depth.



Budgeting Your Simulator StudioBudgeting Your Simulator Studio

You will have to make a decision once you have created a budget for your golf

simulator. Simply keep the two key components in mind when doing this - the

technologytechnology and the surrounding hitting areasurrounding hitting area.

You have the option of putting more money into the surrounding hitting area but

may have to cut back on spending for the technology. On the flipside, you may have

to skip out on some of the extravagant hitting area studios if you jump to the best

in launch monitor technology.

The good news is, we have found options for all of these as well as have a few

recommendations for simulator bundles that fit right in the middle.  After this, we

will leave you with a few of our best sellers for each of the simulator options.

Let's start by explaining the three tiers of simulator value.Let's start by explaining the three tiers of simulator value.

When it comes to ranking our simulator setups by these tiers, note that we

recommend putting at least a third of your budget into the technology portion of

your simulator studio in order to get the most out of your budget.

Tier 1 - Under $3,000Tier 1 - Under $3,000

There are a variety of launch monitor or simulator options for you within this price

range. You have the Ernest Sports ES12 at $199, the ES14 at $495, OptiShot at $300,

and the Voice Caddie SC100 and SC200 at $269 and $349. 

Within this price range, you are getting a deeply discounted simulator option but at

the same time, you are giving up a number of features. For example, the OptiShot is

not able to read golf ball data (only the club), and the ES12 only reads a few

measurements like ball speed.

As we get into the surrounding hitting area, note that it is definitely possible to find

a solution for a few hundred dollars, but keep in mind you are getting what you pay

for in terms of durability and quality. Often times, splurging a bit more for the

slightly more expensive net may end up saving you money in the long term due to

the lifelong use of the product. Again, this is an INVESTMENT, not just a purchase.

Within this price range, our most popular products include the OptiShot 2 Golf In a

Box Series. This package starts at a budget-friendly price of $799 and can extend up

to tier 2 topping out at $5,000.

Tier 2 - Under $10,000Tier 2 - Under $10,000

As we enter into the next tier of value and overall quality, you will notice that the

prices quickly start to increase. If your budget allows, this price can range from
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$2,000 up to about $10,000. 

There are a few options within this price range, and if budget allows, this is the tierthis is the tier

in which you will get the best valuein which you will get the best value. Certainly, there are more expensive options out

there, but the price exponentially increases for small increases in quality and

accuracy. For this reason, we see that a majority of our customers are very happy

within this tier.

Your options within this price range include the following: ProTee systems, TruGolf

Vista 8, Ernest Sports ES16, and the 2017 Golf Digest's best value, SkyTrak ($1,995).

This system has really revolutionized the industry by creating a very high

performing launch monitor with a price much more friendly to consumers.

Within this tier, there is a lot of room in the budget to upgrade to the best valued

hitting area, especially when going with SkyTrak Golf Simulator Packages.

Here are two of our most popular hitting areas paired with SkyTrak or any of the

other launch monitors. 

1. Home Golf Simulator Package: $799 - $1,300 (+ $2,000 for SkyTrak)

This package features Net Return Home or Pro Series Net Packages with the option

to add on a $250 - $295 Projector Screen. Note that these options do not include a

projector but you will notice on our Projector Guide that you can estimate $500-

$800 for a great value projector.

2. HomeCourse or Platinum Simulator Package: $2,400 - $3,400 (+$2,000 for

SkyTrak)

These packages feature two options, either the HomeCourse Retractable Simulator

Screen ($1,999) or the Net Return Platinum Studio which includes a Simulator

Screen Enclosure ($2,495), Golf Mat ($349), and Projector Mount Kit ($499).

Tier 3 - Over $10,000Tier 3 - Over $10,000

This price range is where we really get into the premium, top-level options. First off,

the accuracy, software, and overall quality of your setup at this price point is going

to be absolutely top of the line. 

This obviously comes at a price. Some options on the launch monitor side include

the Foresight GC2 or GCQuad, Trackman, and Flightscope. All of these launch

monitor units are in excess of $10,000. 

In terms of full simulation packages, the most popular options for your will include

TruGolf Vista and Full Swing Golf. Each of these turn-key golf simulators comes with

an extremely robust software capability, superior accuracy, and long-term

durability. Both of these systems can be priced anywhere from $10,000 up to over
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$100,000.

Choose What Golf Simulator Works Best For Your HomeChoose What Golf Simulator Works Best For Your Home

Now, you've made it this far and we are impressed! There are a TON of factors that

go into creating a golf simulator for your home and we hope we were able to help

you through this process.

Before we leave you to do some shopping of our Golf Simulators and Launch

Monitors, we want to share a few of the most popular simulator packages with you

within each of these tiers. 

Tier 1 Best-SellersTier 1 Best-Sellers

OptiShot 2 Home Golf Simulator Package ($1,114)

SkyTrak Home Golf Simulator Package (Starting at $2,794)

Tier 2 Best-SellerTier 2 Best-Seller

SkyTrak HomeCourse Golf Simulator Package (Starting at $3,894)

SkyTrak Golf Simulator Platinum Package (Starting at $5,299)

Tier 3 Best-SellersTier 3 Best-Sellers 

TruGolf Vista Series Golf Simulators (Starting at $12,995)

Foresight GC2 and Net Return Platinum Studio (Starting at $10,000)

 

We realize that if you are in the market for an indoor golf simulator for your home,

you are going to want to have a lot of information before investing your hard-

earned money into creating your dream setup. 

If you have any questions at all about this guide or want any more information

about golf simulators, give us a call! We guarantee you that you will hear a real

golfer on the other end of the line, eager to help you through your learning

process.

Now go make some birdies! 
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Tired of Searching?Tired of Searching?
We match or beat all competitor prices or we refund the difference. That is
our Price Match Guarantee!

Secure CheckoutSecure Checkout
We use encrypted SSL security to ensure that your credit card information is 100% protected.

Stay In The LoopStay In The Loop
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c o u p o n  c o d e s !

09/30/2017�����
AwesomeAwesome

This is a great net. It works well and returns the ball as
described. I like the mat. It is a great size and the kids and I use it
for putting practice. Looking forward to practicing this winter.

Daniel P.Daniel P.
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